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• A prototype (but don’t worry about the visuals)
• Try using free assets, art from an asset store, or simple shapes

• An idea of what kind of artist you need
• Reference to other work that hits close to the mark

• Still images, movies, and games with a comparable style
• Music can be informative
• A list of verbs/adjectives that describe the experience 
• An idea of your budget
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Compensation

• Most straight forward: have an art budget
• Offer royalties

• This is unappealing if you’ve never shipped a game. Your 
reputation, track record, and visibility in the community can help 
you out here.

• Interns might be free, depending on local laws
• “Credit” or “exposure” isn’t payment. Don’t be an asshole.
• Working for trade might allow you to get creative
• Allow an artist to retain the rights to their work
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Compensation and Work Experience

• Experienced artists
• Higher Cost
• They make fewer mistakes and work faster, so they can be more 

cost effective
• Junior Artists

• Lower Cost
• Make more mistakes and work slower
• But everyone gets better with time! A good cultural fit is sometimes 

worth these costs! 
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Where to Search

• Your network
• Recommendations

• This is another place where a good reputation is super helpful
• Social media

• Search creative hashtags or send out a help wanted blast
• “Good Reputation” to the rescue yet again.

• Industry communities
• Polycount, Cartrdge, engine forums
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Finding the Best Fit

• Full time or contract?
• You’ll want to like them if you’re working together for a long time.

• How specialized are your needs?
• It’s harder to find someone to fit an unconventional void.

• Tight schedule? Search for experience.
• How senior is the position?

• Senior positions (like an art director) can take a long time to fill.
• Exhaust your search options
• Consider giving someone slightly junior a chance
• Check other creative industries

•Most importantly: Shoot for rapport
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Reaching Out to a Specific Artist

• Set up an introduction if you can
• Be professional yet friendly
• Two or three paragraphs of info

• What you need done
• Key dates
• Platform
• Engine
• If there’s an existing art team/who they’ll be working with
• Budget info
• General info about the game
• If there’s a specific problem you want to solve by bringing them aboard

• Close with something welcoming
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Casting a Wide Net

• Create a one-page website that includes all the previous info
• Feel free to leave budget info off if you don’t feel comfortable 

broadcasting it
• Include info about an art test if you’re requiring one

• Only request an art test if your needs are unique. Otherwise stick 
with portfolio and work history.

• Request that all inquiry emails have the same subject
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Tips on Giving Feedback

• Clear and direct, polite and friendly. Don’t be bashful.
• You’re critiquing the work, not the person

• Learn about art fundamentals
• The elements of visual design, the 12 principles of animation, etc.

• But don’t worry about mastery. Just work through your 
feedback as best you can!

• Art in games is about communication
• If something looks “bad”, it’s worth asking yourself if it’s saying the 

right thing.
• Public appreciation is appreciated!



Thanks for attending!
Any questions?


